
*No Rodent diverting doors *Not designed to stand on

Why are the walls
at an angle?

Design with nature 

Shelter as a tool  

The Metal 
dome.
*Strong, great moisture shelter.
Temperature conductor, conducts and holds too 
much heat. Very expensive to repair. Uses none 
renewable resources that actually destroy the 
environment and lots of energy is used to 
recycled metal. Metal also conducts electrical 
energy making it more dangerous for human 
health. Asian cultures often believe that humans 
should have contact with natural building 
materials and not metal. The metal dome parts 
are very dependent on expensive industrial 
equipment for manufacturing, a huge economical 
investment that could have gone in to producing 
healthier food.  

Geo domes.
* Light weight and portability easy construction.
Because there made of synthetics they incubate 
bad bacteria and viruses,   It uses 
non-sustainable or energy dependent materials 
that could produce toxins that may destroy 
ecosystem that developing communities need to 
feed there population. A shelter but not a long 
term multi-use investment where none profit 
organizations assist communities in the long 
term and where funds are funding corporations 
and petroleum industry to produce the material, 
rather then utilizing materials like wood from 
sustainable development projects. 

Yurt’s.
* Great portability and space.
The north American yurts are often
made from industrial plastic material that trap 
condensation, plastic off gassing and do not 
withstand Wind bursts or snow pack. They are 
not rodent and pest proof. So they can not be 
certified as a camp kitchen. It is not a very 
multi- purpose surfaced unit for a larger range 
of activity’s and applications. Yet is still a 
excellent human gathering space for it’s round 
shape and open space.  

BOX SHED.
* Construction trades people
all know how to make them. Therefor there very 
abundant to find and cheap. The rectangular 
shape is dependent on expensive longer building 
wood, or special petroleum dependent glue base 
plywoods that is not healthy for human and 
animal shelter. The rectangular nailed or stapled 
shape does not withstand strong wind bursts and 
connections loosen over time. There roofs are 
none multi- functional and the box shed does not 
provide a wide range of shelter needs in the 
multiple environmental problems like flooding and 
mud slides. Some sheds use folded metal posts 
that easily can be bent and damaged making the 
structure weaker. It’s the 999 dollar unit we buy 
so we can fill it with stuff, while leaving people 
freeze on the streets. 

4 Corner posts 8 Corner posts

Freeze and thaw, Snow pack Earthquakes and wind bursts Flooding and Escape

Catastrophe may be the result of technological domination and geo-engionering.  The 

?  The Octa-Pod is a example of living in coexistence to produce a 
quality of life rather then worshiping the economical god. 

Octa-Pod
* Takes more assembly time. 
It’s geometry reflects heat or properly 
utilizes it. The geometry also makes all the 
sides and roof utile for storage as well as 
the floor has cool compartments. The 
wood is easy to repair and restore with 
use of local resources rather then patented 
expensive factory parts. Wood and other 
natural fibres put a low impact on 
ecosystem and sometimes can be part of 
restoring ecosystems. Wood is very 
healthy for human contact, it also has 
natural anti bacterial properties so it can 
be used to shelter multiple people. Wood 
is flammable, however can be protected 
by natural materials like clay and and bean 
extracts, or wool insulation. Many people 
now have health reactions while living in 
structures made of synthetic materials 
producing many health syndromes.

4-A. Standard 
Mono design.

Complex 
with space 
loss

4-B. Pod’s 
integrated design.

Space 
gain with 
simplified
integration

1. Waters capillary
tension winking

moisture in to 
the wall is a 

problem.

2. Waters capillary
tension broken by drip 
seams and wall angle
decreases infiltration.

3. Desert night air condensation, or
cloud forest water particulate collection.

Spacial
 Vortex

Placing structure 
on rock or rocky 
ground to 
preserve 
ecosystems and 

and food 
production. It also 
increases rain 
drainage and 
structural stability. 

Swivel

Photo transpiration cooling from photosynthesis and 
evaporation from the plants as a natural air conditioner.

The Octa-Pod utilize's  
more abundant shorter 
wood and fibre materials 
that do not need to be 
taken from primary native 
forests. Even re-used 
demolition wood waste 
can be utalized.  

Primary forest long 
fibre wood products are 
used as well as 
processed and glued 
panels needed for 
construction to make a 
rectangular or square 
building strong enough 
to pass building coeds.
 

Often prefab 
storage units can 
only be storage 
units because of 
the use of 
synthetic glues 
that off gas. 

Designed and
 Developed

By: Trent Nicolajsen
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Bean based
Insect and 

mold protection

protection

The
Octa Pod

Water, rain dew, and moisture on straight wall’s
has the problem with water seeping in to the walls. 
Angled wall’s with drip seams will drip off before it 
builds up. 
Rather then having more support to have a roof 
that over hangs (See 4-A) for one purpose, the pod 
walls slope outwards to drop moisture (see 4-B) 
and increase the amount of inner space. 



U

Waiting shelter.
*Open middle 
walls 

Green Nose 
Transit & 

Tours

Information 
and
Marketing 
Kiosk.

New Earth
Stand Park
Information

I

Gazebo,
Tea and 
Massage hut.
*Open middle walls
*Mosquito netting 

Blue Ora
Massage &

Tea

Bar and fast 
food stand.
*Open middle wall.
*Weather shade 
fold up door.

*Counter fold out. 

Yum  Yum
 Fruit shake 
& Seafood

Store,
Information 
and entertainment
booth.

Board and
Beach
Store

Adapting work to life 

Honouring nature  

The
Octa Pod

By:

Raised walkway forest 
Cabin combo of connecting
Octa-pod roof tops.
Pod’s placed in rugged
forest location to transform 
it in to a nature camp. 
Design concept: Hans Nicolajsen.  

Cable Zip line 

Life is abundant when we do what we love to do. Working with our 
unique purpose where we all trade and exchange living in coexistence 
with nature rather then according to economics.  

We can re- pioneer our lives 
living in “simplicity”. adapting 
what shelters us to what also 
liberates each other. 

Early cultures understood long before technological space programs that Mother 

in the state of creativity and bliss.  Where as a loveless void of technology produces a 
ignorance that can not 
understand the purpose of life.

The Octa-Pod Model 11.11
designed as a wood and screwed structure 
that can be made on site, assembled in parts 
or a complete structure can be transported. It 
is made for long term use, but can be 
disassembled or moved entirely. There are 

brackets, and 
the roof is 
sealed with Use all 22

Surfaces.

The Octa-Pod was 
designed to live with 
interaction with 
nature rather then to 
isolate us from 
natures health giving 
forces.  The structure 
is compact yet was 
designed so all walls 
and surfaces can be 
utilized for storage 
and use rather then 
just being a structure. 

Meditate, Yoga or Play

Designed and Developed by: Trent Nicolajsen PsA 

First angle framing prototype made 
from British Columbia Interior 
lumber with the many “green 
washing” popular sustainable 
environmental and industry 
certifications. Mostly from govern-
ment queens crown land where the 
last 10 years of certification has 
lowered the sustainable income of 
tree planters.

In the future Octa Pods will be built 
from the wood of a tree planter 
certification program called Planted 
Shared Abundance where the 
people who actually do the 
reforestation are the correct people 
for the job, because it is in nature 
where people are conscious of the 
living entity of mother earth. 
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Contact, orders and notes 

?

The Carbon 
            Battery

The
Octa Pod

Designed and 
Developed by:  Trent Nicolajsen

PSA 

The Stardust Vortex is a 
global community 

providing liberation
projects to 

coexistence with 
Mother Earth.

  

 *( Public pat pending )   © Trent Nicolajsen 2011.  Octa-Pod® 

Contact Trent Nicolajsen  for questions, Or ordering a Octa-Pod.
If your interested in building and selling Octa-Pod’s we are looking
for partnerships  with other builders and communities world wide.

E-mail contact:  heart_in_mind@yahoo.ca

Phone or, Cell phone number:
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Part   1a        2a        3a       4a        5a        6a       7a        8a   

Note: all orders must
include part (10a) roof evacuation.  

Part   9a       10a    11a  

Sharing abundance 
or theft of health 

Ground
cross

section

Earth Ship
Octa-Pod

The Stardust 
Vortex

The Octa -pod is a “ liberation coexistence 
environment system” it is not just a weather 
shelter but a concept of living and storage that 
provides a system where we can live in 
coexistence with nature rather then waist our 
time, energy and resources on luxury 
technology that may not be making our lives 
more fun or exciting, the octa-pod is meant to 
bring us to places in nature where our work, 
time and enjoyment comes from our interacting, 
working and creating with nature at a 
sustainable way as well as helping to protect 
ecosystems that provide the true necessities of 
life.

Nature becomes your living room and playroom 
and your shop, while the Octa-Pod is your 
shelter that is designed with multi- purpose so 
you can more easily adapt to your changing 
needs. The pod was not designed to be 
connected to the energy grid systems like 
electricity, and we have gone the extra step at 
truly looking at what really is efficient and 
necessary, where one can live with natures very 
efficient photosyntheses system and with the 
bodies kinetic energy system rather then 
working hard paying for purchase technologies 
that need to be constantly repaired. Rather then 
our energy goes in to being stewards of the 
earth making the land more naturally productive 
and living a coexistence that keeps us healthy 
and happy. 

A Vision from a Vision shaman: 

The Earth is a sphere and it is not a box.  Yet we are trained to think like 
boxes for economical efficiency. But coexistence is vitally more important 
then being trapped in designing the world in to rectangular compartments. 
We have been a “compartmentalizing society”  but who we are should not 
be defined by a label on you or a banker to tell you how to create. Efficiency 
is no longer according to the economical god held by old systems that divide 
and compartmentalize us apart from creating with one another and with 
nature. 

Efficiency means we have time and space to live and cooperate with each 
persons unique purpose rather then forcing each other into slaves, that 
becomes a under utilized intelligence. Life does not have to be about the 
“box” or working to get more “stuff” to fill our large homes and apartments. 

Our purpose might better be to coexist with mother earth to create an 
abundance utilizing the perfect efficient design of nature and the human 
body. The most efficient solar panels and processors are the leafs on plants 
and trees, and the fruit and vegetables feed very healthily our very efficient 
loving kinetic energy bodies.  

Thus artificial technology has been the band-aid, where the solution for the 
worlds population is right in front of us. As soon as we stop worshiping the 
economical god we re-learn to see human life as a abundant sharing 
resource where our bio- waste replaces the demand for petroleum, coal, 
and nuclear energy. Thus over population just produces abundance rather 
then the destruction of mother earth. 

Humanity has for too long been trained to think according to what past 
generations where trained to obey and have a patterns trained in to us to 
obey and live life according to what a authority tells us who we are, and 
what we are allowed to do. So we obey and destroy nature as that is what 
the corporate authority tells us how we can live. The Octa-Pod thus is a step 
towards nature where we can truly be ourselves with nature while being 
stewards of nature.
 
Trent Nicolajsen September 2011.    

Petroleum and synthetic based materials are products made from the toxic waste of 
refining petroleum, promises of a superior material have the history of materials of being 
problematic to human health and the earth. Carbon trade has also come up with carbon 
bounded material to trap carbon in the industrial process to try to avoid the responsibility 
to the environment with scientifically marketed materials where science is kidnapped by 
petroleum economics.

Wood has proven itself over thousands of years and it’s process of photosyn- thesis 
production produces healthy essential by-products like fresh drinking water, shade, snow 
and water captivation, soil health, abundance of food production. Where as petroleum 
production steals the essential needs of humans like the need for water in petroleum 
production.

The problem that we real face is the belief that people are smarter then nature, yet trees 
are the most efficient of solar panels and its leaves are more efficient than computer 
processors. When we use wood we invest in abundance for all, when we invest in 
synthetic material we steel and destroy ecosystems. This actually means that petroleum 
profits are not true profits yet a theft from our health and the planets health.

Trent 
Nicolajsen 
2006 © 
International
Public Domain

A B

C

D

A. Claw bottom grips ground contact.
B. Plants anchor footings
C. Plants stabilize slope
D. Footing to lodge contact can
     be adjusted for leveling

Future O
cta Pod’s


